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Abstract: Thomas claimed that his poetry was "the record of my individual struggle from darkness toward some measure of light.... To be stripped of darkness is to be clean, to strip of darkness is to make clean." He also wrote that his poems "with all their crudities, doubts, and confusions, are written for the love of man and in praise of God, and I'd be a damned fool if they weren't.” Passionate and intense, vivid and violent, Thomas wrote that he became a poet because "I had fallen in love with words." His sense of the richness and variety and flexibility of the English language shines through all of his work. Dylan Thomas uses symbols and images of nature to express how he feels towards death and childhood. He says that images are used to create a feeling of love towards life. Despite Dylan Thomas’s obscure images, he expresses a clear message of religious devotion in many of his poems. The style of Dylan Thomas is an opaque poetic style which Thomas used to perfection. He possessed tremendous talent and was blessed with immense gifts that made him a professional success at a relatively young age.
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I. Introduction

Dylan Thomas was one of the writers who has often been associated with Welsh literature and culture in the last sixty years. He is possibly the most notable Welsh author. Fortunately, it is mainly his literary work, and not his tumultuous lifestyle, that is still associated with him. The analysis of some of his poems mirrors his sincere relationship to Wales.

Dylan Thomas was born in Swansea, Wales, in 1914. After he left school at the age of sixteen, he started working as a journalist in Swansea. In 1937, he married Caitlin MacNamara who gave birth to three children. These circumstances indicate a typical British, conservative and straightforward approach to family life. However, Dylan started drinking heavily, and Caitlin is rumoured to have had several extramarital affairs, even with colleagues and friends of her husband. Having moved to London, alcohol and indulgence were expensive for the young family, so they could not cover their costs anymore. Thus, in 1950, Thomas announced that he would emigrate to the United States because he thought he would be paid better there than in England. He settled in New York where he recited his works, and was profoundly admired. Nevertheless, the money he earned was spent on alcohol, which led his marriage with Caitlin into a serious crisis. On November 9, 1953, he died after a heavy drinking binge in a Manhattan hotel, at the age of 39. Later, Thomas’s body was brought “home” to Wales. He was buried in the churchyard of Laugharne.

Dylan Thomas was influenced in his writing by the Romantic Movement from the beginning of the nineteenth century, and this can be seen in a number of his best works. Dylan Thomas uses symbols and images of nature to express how he feels towards death and childhood. He says that images are used to create a feeling of love towards life. Despite Dylan Thomas’ often obscure images, he expresses a clear message of religious devotion in many of his poems. He creates images that reflect God’s connection with the earth and body. In “And death shall have no dominion,” Thomas portrays the redemption of the soul in death, and the soul’s liberation into harmony with nature and God. Thomas associates God with thunder, rainbows, and night only to remind us that he is even more present in a simple stone as he is in other great entities. Colour imagery is also there in some of his poems as he describes his happiness as a child. He explains his young days as being as “happy as the grass is green.”

The style of Dylan Thomas is an opaque poetic style, which Thomas uses to perfection. It is used to describe the unusual and day-to-day activities. Dylan Thomas possessed tremendous talent and was blessed with immense gifts that made him a professional success at a relatively young age; however, his personal life was often disappointing.

Style is the dress of thought of the poet. The poet would strive to use the most appropriate devices for presenting his ideas. These devices may be the poet’s own or derived from age old traditions. One poet’s style may differ from that of another, or even bear similarities with each other based on the factors which have influenced them. Emerson asserts that “A man’s style is his mind’s voice”. The style, therefore, indicates who the author is.
The reader’s efforts to draw out the meaning from his poems often met with futile ends. Even after much dissection, several of his poems remain still unreachable. As awkwardness becomes the style of Hemmingway, obscurity and ambiguity mark the style of Thomas.

II. Obscurity

Obscurity is one of the factors determining the reader's aesthetic experience. It requires major intellectual effort and calls for successive examinations of the poem, which do not necessarily follow the same order as that of elements of the text.

A good poem may be obscure in two ways: it may express an obscure thought or idea in relevantly obscure language; or it may express a simple thought or idea in obscure language - language not relevant to the thought of idea, but relevant to the poem as a whole. In the first case, an obscure thought cannot be made clear by rendering it simply; and though the words employed in this kind of poem may be readily intelligible and obviously relevant - nearly enough the right words - they are not much help as a guide to its meaning. The division can be made in another, and convenient way by saying that either the matter of the manner of a poem may be obscure; sometimes, but rarely, both. Obscurity occurs when the reader is not up to the writer.

The reading of the poem ‘When once the twilight locks no longer’ indicates that the procedures which underlie the comprehension of clear texts will not suffice in the case of Thomas's obscure poem. It is assume that anyone reading these lines will have encountered problems in comprehending the poem. In this instance, the obscurity, being an essential principle of Thomas's early poetry, is intentional. However, obscurity is not invariably intentional; a text written in the 18th century, for example, readable by contemporaries of the poet, could cause difficulties for modern readers who lack contextual references. Difficulties here are not the poet's intention.

The purpose of a poem is to communicate the ideas of the author to the reader. When the poem fails in this area, the primary purpose itself gets defeated. But Thomas, a committed craftsman did not deviate himself from his respectable task in spite of the apparent obscurity of his poetic style. According to him all his poems are written to be understood, but he admits that he is deliberately obscure. In his deliberate obscurity he is reminiscent of the welsh bards.

The Welsh bards chose to be obscure to prove themselves greater than ordinary folk, and to assert their superiority over other bards and to show off their wide learning and skill and their high calling. Leaving out all punctuations leading to obscurity can be seen in his poem ‘Refusal to Mourn the Death, by Fire, of a Child in London’.

Never until the mankind making
Bird beast and flower
Fathering and all humbling darkness
Tells with silence the last light breaking
And the still hour
Is come of the sea tumbling in harness

In some of his statements Thomas gives the reasons for his being incoherence. His view is that his poems should be understood by the reader, by pondering on it and not by grasping the meaning just by one look at it. The reader can think on the poem only when it is difficult to understand.

Elder Alson does not regard obscurity as a fault but as a poetic device to draw the attention of the reader. He observes the difficulty of Thomas’s poems stemming out of his willfulness.

Thomas resorted to the use of discordant images and words that bewildered the readers leading to obscurity. The duty of the poet is to purify the dialect for communicating purpose. Communication is the ultimate criterion of any art. But Geoffrey Johnson in his review of Thomas’s collected poems says Thomas’s means of communication are almost always ineffective. Instead of purifying the dialect he did in all his spheres to obscure the dialect, leading to obscurity.

Thomas as a poet with welsh spirit, using a language peculiar to him, renders the meaning demanding emphatic hard work fro the reader. Here Thomas deviates from the surrealists whom he is often being associated with. William York Tindall has made an exhaustive study of Thomas’s Poetry along with his students. He tells how they wrought clarity of meaning after much hard work. It is attained only when the reader as Thomas says thinks and feels the poem.

W. Empson compares Thomas’s poems to school problem papers since both need working out, are thrilling and interesting and keep mind occupied and enthusiastic till the answer is attained. Though the answer is not wrought still one can feel there is something to be attained in the problem. To Empson Thomas’s poems and school problems papers were equally inexhaustible.

Dylan Thomas was obsessed with words—with their sound and rhythm and especially with their possibilities for multiple meanings. This richness of meaning, an often illogical and revolutionary syntax, and catalogues of cosmic and sexual imagery render Thomas’s early poetry original and difficult.
In a letter to Glyn Jones, Thomas wrote: "My own obscurity is quite an unfashionable one, based, as it is, on a preconceived symbolism derived from the cosmic significance of the human anatomy."

III. Riddles:
There is another important aspect of Thomas’s poetry- they are often riddle- like. This may be an outcome of his use of idiom, phrase, imagery, comparison and techniques of depiction. In the Welsh bardic poetry also there were ‘dyfalu’ which are called ‘comparisons’ in English. The bards often drew them from nature. The riddle gets solved only after considerable effort to understand it. A description of the wind in the old Welsh poetry is as follows:

Guess who it is – created before the Flood;
A creature strong, without flesh, without bone,
It is evil, it is good, it is yonder, it is here….
It is moist, it is dry, it comes often times.

Thomas’s poems cannot be compared on this level. But his use of comparisons makes his poems look like a riddle. Half-said things were dear to the Welsh bards. The same was the case with Thomas. This technique of depiction is influenced partly by the unusual play of his imagination producing a confusing variety of images. Very often it is difficult to decide who the speaker is or who the listener. The idea and the circumstances also are equally vague. Elder Olson calls this ‘circumstantial ambiguity’. In his use of ‘circumstantial ambiguity’ and ‘pseudo-drama’ Thomas’s poems are often riddles.

IV. Pseudo-drama
Pseudo-drama is the use of dialogue to suggest the action as interplay among several persons which are not distinct. In other words, pseudo-drama is the use of dramatic devices to represent an action as if dramatic which originally is not dramatic. It creates often vividness, concreteness, intensity and elevation of thought in his poetry.

‘If my head hurt a hair’s foot
Pack back the downed bone. If the unpricked ball of my breath
Bump on a spout let the bubbles jump out.
Sooner drop with the worm of the ropes round my throat
Than bully ill love in the clouted scene.

Thomas’s use of pseudo-drama serves many purposes to attain economy, to express the thought in a lively, forcible and impressive way. Elder Olson observes that ‘the device of pseudo-drama has many uses; and vividness where these otherwise would be impossible; it can heighten the contrast between two opposing points of view, or between conflicting motives and desires; it can produce a striking degree of economy as well.

V. Imagery
Another cause for Thomas’s obscurity is discordant and confliction images to Thomas. A poem is a constant building up and breaking down of the images which come out of the centre – ‘a host of images’. Thomas himself explains his dialectical method in a letter to Henry Treece as follows:

A poem by myself needs a host of images, because its centre is a host of images. I make one image….let it breed another, let that image contradict the first, make of the third image breed out of the other two together, a forth contradictory image, and let them all, within my imposed formal limits, conflicts. Each image holds within the seed of its own destruction, and my dialectical method, as I understood it, is a constant building up and breaking down of the images that come out of the central seed, which is itself destructive and constructive at the same time.

Thomas wanted his poems to be understood- the poems that demand hard work on the part of reader. But for most of the readers his poems with conflicting images always remain obscure. Talking about Thomas’s images Karl Shapiro points outs that ‘Thomas’s imagination, which is sometimes fantastic, works hard to dredge up the images of fantasy and dreams. Very often the process fails and we are left with heaps of grotesque images that add up to nothing.

‘Light breaks where no sun shines’ shows the images of the womb, the body and the mind. Beautiful images are wrought by comparing the man with universe. Still there is incoherence of thought because of the images.

Dawn breaks behind the eyes;
From poles of skull and toe the windy blood
Slides like a sea;
Nor fenced, nor staked, the gushers of the sky
Spout to the rod
Divining in a smile the oil of tears.
But for a careful reader, Thomas’s poems with all their discordant images render meaning. Tindall detects the ‘central seed’ and meaning underneath the conflicting and confusing images by saying that ‘deeply planted, to be sure, the sense is always there. To him the poems were simple transactions between plain sense and a dialectical process of image, acting as sense’s surrogate.

VI. Vocabulary

The main difficulty in Thomas’s poetry is the difficulty offered by his diction. Thomas’s love for words manifested itself in accumulating and manipulating the words to achieve his artistic purpose marks his style. He bends the words to obtain metrical patterns and to convey the vigorous, forcible feelings of his turbulent soul. Whatever he purpose might have been, he is in love with words. He delights in the sound and shape of words. He himself admitted that he was more a user of words than a poet. Thomas states ‘I am freak user of words, not a poet. That’s really the truth. No self pity there’.

Just as the Welsh bards manipulated words, piling adjective upon adjective, making compound words, Thomas also used words in a manner which resulted in obscurity. This became more conspicuous in his later poetry. Here is an example of his verbosity.

Is corner-cast, breath’s rag, Scrawled weed, a vain
And opium head, crow stalk, puffed, cut and blown
Or like the tide-looped breast not reefed again
Or rent ancestrally the roped sea-hymen,
And, pride is last, is like a child alone
By magnet winds to her blind mother drawn,
Bread and milk mansion in a toothless town.

The bending, breaking and compiling the language to attain artistic purpose goes back to Celtic literature. Thomas follows this device in his poetry. The words in his poetry were chosen from a variety of spheres but his conscientious careful craftsmanship selects and uses the words to achieve his poetic end. The devices range from simple words to metrical patterns which he calls them as his ‘technical paraphernalia’.

VII. Conclusion

Dylan Thomas is associated with innocence because there was a childlike quality about him which made him look untouched by the corruption of the world around him. John Malcolm Brinin pays Thomas compliments of high order in the course of his analysis of the impact of the poet on American public. Karl Shapiro says ‘in an age when poets are supposed to be born old, everyone looked upon Thomas as the last of the young poets. When he died, it was as if there would never be any more youth in the world. His knowledge of Welsh accent, phrases and words that came to him through Welsh speaking friends and relatives had their influence on him. They must have shaped the sound patterns in his poetry.
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